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Positive reaction to new
Forum 50 Plus website!
Last month we asked for feedback on our new
website and we are delighted to say the reaction has
been overwhelmingly positive. The bright, mobilefriendly design is making it easier for you to find and
read all our news and guidance. We welcome all
views and if you haven't yet commented.

Tell us what you think
See our website at:
calderdaleforum50plus.com
Go to our contact page
or email us at
info@calderdaleforum50plus.com

Calderdale Forum 50 Plus
aims to represent and promote the
collective voice of people over the
age of 50 in Calderdale by:
Communication, Campaigning,
Influencing, Encouraging and
Empowering.
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Calderdale coronavirus testing
update

Help for people with a cancer diagnosis from
3 November

As of Wednesday 14 October, restrictions in
Calderdale have changed. Calderdale has been
identified as a Tier 2 area in the new national
tiered approach to COVID-19 restrictions,
announced by the government.

iHOPE, Macmillan’s online self-management
programme is for anyone who’s had a cancer
diagnosis. It empowers people living with
cancer to manage their health and wellbeing.
The Programme begins on Tuesday 3
November and runs until 8 December.

We have found and published on our website a
handy and easy-to-read guide to the
coronavirus restrictions now in place across
Calderdale. You may want to print it out or
share it with friends and relatives to help
everyone keep to the guidance. You can find it
on our coronavirus news pages.

Cancer checks: seek medical advice as
“normal”
Famous faces, including TV chefs Gordon Ramsay,
Nadiya Hussein, and actress Emma Thompson are
backing a major new campaign urging anyone
concerned about cancer to get checked and to keep
routine appointments, as new research found that
even now, nearly half (48 per cent) of the public
would delay or not seek medical help at all.

Falls prevention support from
the Staying Well service
Last week was Falls prevention week (1 – 7
October) and highlighted the dangers to the
elderly of a fall. But falling is something that can
happen to us all at any time — miss a step
coming off the bus, trip over a shoe lace or lose
your balance—we have all been there. However,
some people are more prone to falling and when
falls stop being a rare accident and starts
becoming more regular it can lead to serious
injury and a loss of confidence in a short time.

Free mental health fitness for men: 14
October – 25 November
The Great Minds project is delivering these
online sessions for the men of Calderdale
covering basic mental fitness, stress
management, building resilience, exploring
emotional intelligence and anger management.
Former sports people will use their own
experience in sport to illustrate and harness the
best tactics to help men to manage and improve
their mental fitness.

Free adult confidence building cycle
sessions
Do you want help with your skills and
confidence to ride a bike safely in traffic? Or to
improve your bike skills, plan routes and get tips
on basic cycle maintenance. Then new National
Standards Cycle Training sessions taking place
in Calderdale could be what you need.

Calderdale Library Service - latest updates
All Calderdale's hub libraries are now open from
10am to 4pm, Monday to Saturday. The libraries
are operating a one-way system, face masks are
mandatory as per Government guidelines and there
are sanitising stations in place.
Visitors can now browse the shelves as well as
order items not on display and access local studies
for up to two hours at Halifax central library.
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